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Communication interpersonal in restorative justice can be used to solve the problems misdemeanor (tipiring) that are mild or harmless. The purpose of this research is to describe the role of police communication on efforts to restorative the justice in the case of mild criminal act. The discussion about interpersonal communication under discussion, discussed using the theory of perspective humanistic with four aspects which is the aspect of openness, the aspect of empathy, positive aspects, and the aspect of equality. The methodology that was used in this research including the methods descriptive with a qualitative approach. The focus of this study is want to know how can the role of police interpersonal communication in effecting rapporteur mild criminal act in Polresta Bandar Lampung with the point of view of humanistic. Informants in this research were four people. This research result indicates that fourth aspects in perspective humanistic in the role of interpersonal communication police on efforts to restorative justice in the case mild criminal act in accordance with fourth aspects in persepektif humanistic. The conclusion of this research is overall the role of interpersonal communication police on efforts to restorative justice in the case mild criminal act taken part well and worthy of participating in solve the problem.
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